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Back Health and Backpacks
Presented by Isabella Bonati



The Issue with Backpacks:
★ Backpacks are very helpful to carry loads that cannot fit in your hands, however, they 

can get way too heavy and cause problems overtime

★ If the bag is too heavy, you can experience pains in your shoulders, neck, and back 
from lugging it around the entire time

★ Can affect people with scoliosis if it affects their posture



What Can You Do About Backpack Weight?
● Wear it right!

○ Both straps on shoulders
○ Make sure the straps are comfortable and are adjusted correctly
○ Find a good sized backpack to store necessities ONLY

● Organize, organize, organize!
○ Clean out binders and folders of papers/packets you don’t need
○ Do this at most once a week to prevent big and heavy binders
○ Use multiple binders instead of one big one

● Use resources offered by the school!
○ Use your locker to store any textbooks or binders that you aren’t 

using currently (switch out between classes or lunch)
○ Use electronics instead of paper to take notes (Chromebook or 

device from home that is approved by teacher)



Important Things to Keep in Mind:
★ You should not carry more than 10% of your body weight in your backpack 

(unless you seriously need to)
★ Anything that cannot fit/goes over the weight limit should be carried in your 

hands to balance the weight on both sides (improves posture, no slouching)
★ Sort your supplies in categories: need (keep all items), want (keep some 

items), luxury (throw away)



Stress Management
Presented by Kayla Liu



Introduction:
★ Stress- A reaction to a situation where a person may feel threatened 

or scared

★ Don’t be fooled, stress can be positive or negative

★ Statistics:

○ Students rated their stress levels at a 5.8/10

○ Adults rated their stress levels at a 5.1/10

○ 78% of students get stressed from schoolwork

○ 68% get stressed from friend problems



What Causes Stress?
★ There are many causes of stress, but in the school environment, these are the main 

contributors to stress:
1. Upcoming tests and too much homework
2. Friend issues
3. A heavy workload
4. Unorganization
5. No enough time to relax
6. Bad sleep schedule
7. Fear of embarrassment or lack of self confidence
8. Lack of support
9. Transitioning to a new environment

10. Tough classes

https://www.oxfordlearning.com/causes-of-school-stress/

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.oxfordlearning.com/causes-of-school-stress/&sa=D&ust=1569532556697000&usg=AFQjCNFcsMFxc4ZQSOUN5dprUFVuvJI3VA


How to Deal With Stress:
Positively:

★ Have a support network (friends, family, 
teachers, guidance counselors, etc.)

★ Have control over your life- make decisions 
you feel good about

★ Have a positive outlook and attitude
★ Control your emotions and know how to calm 

yourself down
○ Ex) listening to music, exercising, yoga, 

etc.
★ Be honest with yourself
★ Manage your time
★ Eat healthy
★ Exercise
★ Sleep
★ Be organized to avoid unexpected events
★ Learn problem solving skills

Negatively:
★ Use of drugs and alcohol

○ 2011 National Survey on Drug Use- 22.6 
million Americans (ages 12+) have used 
drugs to cope with stress

○ 2.5 million teens were avid drug users

○ Drugs are terrible solutions that are 
used as an escape from reality

○ Usage can lead to irreversible 
complications later in life

★ Stressing and not doing anything to fix the 
stressor

★ Isolating yourself from people trying to help

★ Stress eating/Eating disorders

○ Can cause chronic problems and cause 
more stress about self perception



Now we have a game...
How much do you think:

● An average textbook- 5 lb
● 2 2-inch binders- 3 lb
● 800 pages of loose leaf- 8 lb
● A backpack- 1.5 lb
● A book- 1 lb
● A planner- 1.5 lb
● Lunch-  2 lb
● Laptop- 5 lb

weighs?

How much does it add up to?     27 lb!

That weight would be correct for a 270 pound person!

27 lbs is equal to a bowling ball, a small dog, 27 foot balls, a 19-inch flat screen TV, or 3 gallons of water!     

jhl



Thanks For Watching!!
Please try to use these tips because they are very helpful!


